ACESIA is a modular and upgradeable customised web platform that is designed to let you monitor, assess, communicate with and accompany all of your suppliers as committing yourself to a responsible buying policy also lets you manage supplier risk!

HOW CAN YOU FACILITATE THE MANAGEMENT OF SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS ON A DAILY BASIS?
AFNOR Purchasing Solutions supports you during this process with its solution, ACESIA, a work tool that has been developed by and for buyers to boost their efficiency, optimise resources and increase the reliability and transparency of supplier relationships. ACESIA is available in French, English and Spanish.

AFNOR Purchasing Solutions experts create business sector and/or product questionnaires on your behalf to refine your analysis and to identify your suppliers’ capacity to perform and innovate when faced with their biggest challenges.

A questionnaire compiled on the basis of the 7 key questions of the standard ISO 26000, and in the spirit of the Responsible Supplier Relationship Charter. We thereby aim to ascertain the extent to which your suppliers are in control of CSR matters.

On your behalf, AFNOR Purchasing Solutions collects and checks documents that confirm the supplier’s compliance with regulations and any other documents that you require.

The supplier’s financial health indicators are provided by Bureau Van Dijk, an international credit agency.

A 360° ASSESSMENT

- CSR ASSESSMENT BASED ON 16 MAJOR CSR CHALLENGES
- MAPPING OF THE LEVEL OF RISK POSED BY THE SUPPLIER’S BUSINESS SECTOR AND GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
- CONFIRMATION AND MONITORING OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
- ANALYSIS OF THE SUPPLIER’S FINANCIAL SITUATION AND ECONOMIC DEPENDENCE
- TAILOR-MADE BUSINESS/PRODUCT PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

A questionnaire compiled on the basis of the 7 key questions of the standard ISO 26000, and in the spirit of the Responsible Supplier Relationship Charter. We thereby aim to ascertain the extent to which your suppliers are in control of CSR matters.
A CONTINUOUS RELATIONSHIP TO ENCOURAGE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

This tool, based on a framework of mutual trust, allows buyers to adopt a continuous improvement approach towards CSR with their suppliers. ACESIA lets you select suppliers on the basis of indicators that concern you as well as challenge suppliers and make them improve.

And what if we reversed the roles?

Would you like to know what your suppliers think about your practices, uncover your weak points and work with your suppliers to improve them?

Ask your suppliers to assess your practices on ACESIA in areas such as payment periods, dispute resolution, fairness, transparency, etc.

BEYOND SELF-ASSESSMENT

AFNOR Purchasing Solutions experts let you ask for more than just a basic self-assessment by verifying, on your behalf, the supporting documents submitted by the supplier. You can therefore rest assured that your partner is assessed objectively and openly.

This operation systematically gives rise to an assessment report, so that information can be shared transparently, an assessment grade and a confidence index based on the deviations discovered.

Summary operational graphs to identify at a glance the areas that require the most attention.

The status of the supplier assessment processes in progress.

A detailed dashboard to see supplier results and customised benchmark solutions.

The buyer benefits from:

The supplier receives:

A tailor-made operational action plan adapted to the supplier’s situation. In light of the supplier’s result and your requirements with regards to the supplier, the latter receives an improvement plan containing the actions to be taken and specific targets to be met.

Would you like to receive further information or bespoke advice?

+33 (0)1 41 62 80 11
certification@afnor.org